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Abstract: This work is to consider in the case of utilizing smartphone sensor/application information is useful for mystery 
question based auxiliary confirmation and visual cryptography framework. In visual cryptography picture is isolated into two 
sections one section is spared in database and another part send to client, Password recuperation time client transfer picture and 
framework analyze both the pictures and recoup the client secret phrase. Individuals like understudies have the vital experience 
on setting and noting mystery questions and they use cell phones and online devices consistently. At present with expanding 
notoriety of internet shopping Debit or Credit card extortion. Individual data security is significant worries for clients, traders 
and banks explicitly on account of Card Not Present. Many web applications give optional verification techniques i.e., mystery 
questions (or secret key recuperation questions), to reset the record secret phrase when a clients login fizzles. The present 
commonness of cell phones has conceded us new chances to watch and see how the individual information gathered by cell 
phone sensors and applications can help make customized mystery inquiries without disregarding the clients security concerns. 
We present a Secret-Question based Authentication framework, called “Mystery QA” that makes a lot of mystery inquiries based 
on individuals' cell phone use. We build up a model on Android advanced mobile phones, and assess the security of the mystery 
inquiries by asking the colleague/more bizarre who partake in our client concentrate to figure the appropriate responses with 
and without the assistance of online apparatuses in the interim we watch the inquiries unwavering quality by requesting that 
members answer their very own inquiries. 
Keywords: Security, Smartphone, Secret Question. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Mystery questions (secret word recuperation questions) have been generally utilized by many web applications as the optional 
verification strategy to reset the record secret phrase when the essential qualification is lost. While making an online record, a client 
might be required to pick a mystery question from a foreordained rundown given by the server, and set answers as per them. The 
client can reset his record secret word by giving the right responses to the mystery addresses later. For the simplicity of setting and 
remembering the appropriate responses, most mystery questions are clear fillings (fill-in-the-clear, or short-answer questions), and 
are made dependent on the long haul information of a client's close to home history that may not change over months/years (e.g., 
“What's the model of your first car?”). In any case, existing exploration has uncovered that such clear filling inquiries made upon 
the client's long haul history may prompt poor security and reliability. In this paper, we present a Secret-Question based 
Authentication framework, called “Mystery QA”, exploiting the information of cell phone sensors and applications without 
damaging the client protection. while we build up a model of Secret-QA, and direct a trial client think about including 88 volunteers 
to assess the unwavering quality and security of the arrangement of mystery question made in the framework explicitly, 
 
A. In this framework if client overlooks his/her secret word around then client can pick mystery question or Visual cryptography 

system. 
B. We assessed the dependability and security of the three kinds of mystery questions (blank-filling, true/false, and multiple-

choice) with an extensive test including 88 members. 
C. Results demonstrate that the blend of numerous lightweight genuine false and different decision addresses required less 

information exertion with a similar quality given by clear filling inquiries. 
D. We assess the ease of use of the framework, and find that the Secret-QA framework is less demanding to use than those current 

verification framework with mystery addresses dependent on clients' long haul memorable information. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
[1] In this paperAt present with increasing popularity of online shopping Debit or Credit card fraud. Personal information security is 
major concerns for customers, merchants and banks specifically in the case of Card Not Present. Many web applications provide 
secondary authentication methods i.e., secret questions (or password recovery questions), to reset the account password when a 
user’s login fails.  
Today’s prevalence of smart phones has granted us new opportunities to observe and understand how the personal data collected by 
smart phone sensors and apps can help create personalized secret questions without violating the users’ privacy concerns. We 
present a Secret-Question based Authentication system, called “Secret-QA” that creates a set of secret questions on basis of people’s 
Smartphone usage.  
We develop a prototype on Android smart phones. We design a user authentication system where user register into system by 
providing name, mobile number, email id. User login with user name and secret location with secret keyword. If users forget the 
secret location or secret keyword then user will answer set of secret questions created based on the data of user’s daily activity and 
short-term Smartphone usage.  
Feature selection will be applied to select question type by data collected from mobile sensors.  
The questions can be true/false type secret questions. These question are easy to answer and no need to remember because those are 
on based on user personal life and events. Due to this application security will be enhance because only user knew the events and 
things he/she did recently. 
Author proposed [3] many web applications provide secondary authentication methods, i.e., secret questions (or password recovery 
questions), to reset the account password when a user’s login fails. However, the answers to many such secret questions can be 
easily guessed by an acquaintance or exposed to a stranger that has access to public online tools (e.g., online social networks); 
moreover, a user may forget her/his answers long after creating the secret questions.  
Today’s prevalence of smartphones has granted us new opportunities to observe and understand how the personal data collected by 
smartphone sensors and apps can help create personalized secret questions without violating the users’ privacy concerns. In this 
paper, we present a Secret-Question based Authentication system, called “Secret-QA” that creates a set of secret questions on basic 
of people’s smartphone usage. 
Author introduces [4] we propose to strengthen user-selected passwords against statistical-guessing attacks by allowing users of 
Internet- scale systems to choose any password they want also long as it's not already too popular with other users. We create an 
oracle to identify undesirably popular passwords using an existing data structure known as a count-min sketch, which we populate 
with existing users' passwords and update with each new user password.  
Unlike most applications of probabilistic datastructures, which seek to achieve only maximum acceptable rate false-positives, we set 
a minimum acceptable false-positive rate to confound attackers who might query the oracle or even obtain a copy of it. 

III. PROBLEM DEFINATION 
To built up a model on Android smart phones, and assess. We utilized Visual Cryptography (VC) for giving an office to basic and 
classified information client can pick mystery question or VC for secret key recuperation. The security of the mystery inquiries by 
asking the colleague/more bizarre who take an interest in our client concentrate to figure the appropriate responses with and without 
the assistance of online instruments in the interim we watch the inquiries unwavering quality by requesting that members answer 
their own inquiries. 
 

IV. ALGORITHM 
Visual cryptography is a cryptographic technique which allows visual information (pictures, text, etc.) to be encrypted in such a way 
that decryption becomes a mechanical operation that does not require a computer. Such a technique thus would be lucrative for 
defense and security. 

A. Black and white image: each pixel divided in 2 sub-pixels  
B. Choose the next pixel; if white, and then randomly choose one of the two rows for white.  
C. If black, then randomly choose between one of the two rows for black.  
D. Also we are dealing with pixels sequentially; in groups these pixels could give us a better result. 
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V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, We Proposed a Secret-Question based and Visual cryptography Authentication structure, a customer think to perceive 
how much the individual data accumulated by mobile phone sensors and applications can help improve the security of riddle request 
without harming the customers' insurance. We make a course of action of request in light of the data related to sensors and 
applications, which reflect the customers' transient activities and mobile phone usage. We measure the trustworthiness of these 
requests by asking for that individuals answer this request, and also driving the partner/progressively curious conjecturing ambushes 
with and without help of online devices, and we are considering setting up a probabilistic model in light of a significant size of 
customer data to portray the security of the secret inquiries. In our test, the secret inquiries related to development sensors, date-
book, application bit, and part of legacy applications (call) have the best execution to the extent memorability and the ambush 
adaptability, which beat the conventional riddle question based approaches that are made in light of a customer's whole deal 
history/information. 
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